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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a free group of infinite rank. For any variety of groups B we 
write B(F) for the verbal subgroup of F corresponding to 23. Thus F/%(F) 
is a relatively free group of infinite rank in the variety 23. (See [S] 
for elementary facts about varieties and related concepts.) Every 
automorphism of F induces an automorphism of F/%(F). Thus there is a 
homomorphism 
x: Aut(F) -+ Aut(F/B(F)) 
from the automorphism group of F to the automorphism group of F/%(F). 
In [3] it was proved that x is surjective if F/B(F) is nilpotent, and the 
question was asked whether x is surjective for every variety %. One object 
of this note is to answer this question negatively. 
THEOREM 1. Let 23 be the variety generated by a non-abelian finite 
simple group and let F be a free group of countably infinite rank. Then there 
is an automorphism of F/B(F) which is not induced by an automorphism of F. 
The central idea in [3] was a property of varieties called the “linitary 
lifting property” (see the definition in Section 3 below). It was proved in [3] 
that if 23 has the finitary lifting property then the homomorphism x defined 
above is surjective. Here we shall prove that the finitary lifting property is 
actually equivalent to a property stronger (or at least apparently stronger) 
than the surjectivity of x. 
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THEOREM 2. A variety 23 of groups has the finitary lifting property if and 
only if whenever F is a free group of infinite rank with free generating set 
{xi : iE Z} and r is a subset of Z such that Z\r is infinite then every 
automorphism of F/B(F) which fixes xj23(F) .for all iE r is induced by an 
automorphism of F which fixes x, for all ie IT 
Theorem 1 will be proved in Section 2 and Theorem 2 in Section 3. With 
a view to an application in a forthcoming paper, we shall also prove in 
Section 3 another result related to Theorem 2 which is concerned with 
automorphisms acting trivially on F/U(F), where U is a subvariety of 23: 
see Theorem 3 in Section 3. 
We are indebted to J. S. Wilson for his comments on a preliminary draft 
of this paper which clarified the connection with NO-categorical groups and 
enabled us to shorten the proof of Lemma 3 in Section 2. 
2. THE VARIETY GENERATED BY A FINITE SIMPLE GROUP 
To prove Theorem 1 we shall need to elucidate the structure of the 
relatively free groups of finite rank in the variety generated by a non- 
abelian finite simple group. Some of what we need is contained in a remark 
in [8, p. 1411, but we shall have to establish convenient notation and take 
the analysis somewhat further. l
Let Q be a non-abelian finite simple group, let ‘1) be the variety 
generated by Q, and let U be the variety generated by the proper sub- 
groups of Q. Let F be the free group on a countably infinite free generating 
set (x1, x2, . ..} and, f or each non-negative integer n, let F,, be the subgroup 
of F generated by (x1, . . . . x,}. (FO is the identity subgroup.) Let 
G = F/B(F) and, for each non-negative integer n, let G, = F,J!B(F,J. Since 
23(F) n F,, = ‘!D(Fn) we may regard each G, as a subgroup of G. 
For each non-negative integer n, let Qn denote the set of all ordered 
n-tuples (sl, . . . . s,), where si E Q (1 < i < n). (By convention, Q” is a set with 
one element.) Let Q: denote the set of those (sr, . . . . s,) for which 
(3 1, ..., s,} generates Q, and let Q? denote the complement of Q”, in Q”. 
For each s E Qn, where s = (sr, . . . . s,), there is a unique homomorphism 
cps: F,, + Q such that xicp. = si (1~ i < n). An element of F,, is a law of Q 
if and only if it belongs to the kernel of every (ps. Furthermore, ‘B(F,) is 
the set of all elements of I;, which are laws of Q. Thus we have 
B(F,)= n ker cp.. 
SEQU 
(1) 
’ Note added in proof. We thank P. M. Neumann for pointing out similarities with 
Section 4 of his paper “A note on the direct decomposability of relatively free groups,” Quart. 
J. Math. (Oxford) (2) 19 (1968), 67-79. 
Similarly, 
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II( n ker cp.. 
SCQ” 
(2) 
For each SE Q’, ker cpS 2 !.B(F,J and so cpS induces a homomorphism 
+.: G, + Q such that (xi!B(F))@, = si (1 < i < n), where s = (sl, . . . . s,). 
Every homomorphism from G, to Q is equal to tj, for some unique s E Qfl. 
Equations (1) and (2) yield 
n ker+,= (11 
SEQ” 
(3) 
and 
where U,, = U(G,) = U(F#B(F,). 
Elements (sI , . . . . s,) and (t, , . . . . t,) of Q’ will be said to be “equivalent” 
if there is an automorphism cr of Q such that sic = ti (1~ i < n). For each 
s E Q” we write [s] for the equivalence class containing s. If s E QT and t 
is equivalent to s then, clearly, t E QT. We write [Q: ] for the set of 
equivalence classes [s] with s E Q: . It is easy to verify that, for s, t E Q: , 
we have ker $, = ker $, if and only if [s] = [t]. Thus, for [s] E [Q:], we 
write K,,, = ker $,. We also write 
QLsl = n ker h
tEQ” 
ct1+ Csl 
(5) 
for all [s] E [Q:], and 
w,= n %- (6) 
Csl E CQ”+ 1
(By convention, the intersection of any empty set of subgroups of G, is 
taken to be G,.) 
The following result is essentially stated in [S, p. 1411. 
LEMMA 1. G, = U,, x W,, (direct product), U,, is the direct product of the 
subgroups Q,,,, for [s] E [Q:], and each such Q,,, is isomorphic to Q. 
ProoJ By (3), (4), and (6), U,, n W, = { 1 }. For all [s] E [Q;] we have 
GJK,,, 2 Q. Thus G,/W,, is isomorphic to a subdirect product of a finite 
number of copies of Q. Hence (by a well-known elementary argument) 
G,/W,, is isomorphic to a finite direct power of Q. Hence GJU,, W, is 
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isomorphic to a finite direct power of Q. But G,/U,, W,, E U and Q $ U, by 
[S, Corollary 52.341. Hence U, W,, = G,, and so G, = U, x W,,. 
Since U, z G,/ W,, , we can write 
u,= U(“,l)X ‘.. xu (n,mb 
where each Ucn,iJ is isomorphic to Q. It remains only to identify the U,, ij 
as the subgroups QrS,, where [s] E [Q; 1. If U, = { 1 } then Q: is empty 
and the result is true. Thus we assume that m 2 1. 
Let [s] E [Q;]. Then K,,, 2 W, and so 
K,,, = (Un n K,,,) x W”. 
Now U, n K,,, is a normal subgroup of U, and so U, n K,,, is the direct 
product of some collection of the subgroups Ucn,ij (see [9, Lemma 8.91). 
Smce UJU, n K,,, is isomorphic to Q, U, n K,,, is the direct product of 
m - 1 of the subgroups I!T(~,~). Conversely, if K is the direct product of 
m - 1 of the Ucn,i, together with W,, then G,/K= Q; hence there is an 
epimorphism +: G, + Q with kernel K, and so K = K,,, for some [s] E [Q: 1. 
Therefore [Q;] has exactly m elements and we may re-label the set of 
U(n,i) as 
{ u,,, : Csl E [Q: I> 
in such a way that, for all [s] E [Q;], 
K,,, = I-I qt, x wn. 
Ctl E [Q: 1 > 
ct1 z Csl 
Thus for all [s] E [Qt ] we have 
n KCt, = U,,, xWn. 
Ctla [Q; 1 
ct1 f Csl 
But, by (4), 
n ker tit= U,. 
teQ" 
Thus 
as required. 
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Note that, as a corollary of the proof, 
and 
Gn = &s, xKCs,, 
(7) 
(8) 
for all [s] E [Q; 1. 
By Lemma 1, U, is a direct product, 
un= l--I Q,,,. 
Csl E ce: 1 
For each [s] E [Q: ] we write sCs, for the projection of U, onto the factor 
Qw 
Now we consider the relationship between G, and G, + i. As remarked 
above, G, and G,, i are regarded as subgroups of G, and clearly 
G,cG,,,. If m and n are non-negative integers, s E Q”’ and t E Qn, where 
s = (Sl, . ..) s,) and t = (ti, . . . . t,), we write (s, t) for the element 
0 1 > ‘..Y s,, t 1, . . . . t,) of Qm +n, and we write [s, t] instead of [(s, t)]. We 
also write k = IQ/ and Q = {ql, . . . . qk}. Note that if s E Q: then the 
equivalence classes [s, ql], . . . . [s, qk] are distinct elements of [Qn,“‘]. 
Thus, by Lemma 1, Q,,,,,,9 . . .. Q,.,,,, g enerate their direct product in G, + i . 
LEMMA 2. For all s E Q: , 
Q,s, s QC~I x ... x QM 
and Qc.I%~I = Q,w,, ( 1 < id k). (In other words, Q,., is a subdirect 
product of Q,,,,,, x ... x Qr,,,,l.) 
Proof Let 
L=Qcs,q,,x ... xQ,s,,,,. 
By (4) and (7) applied in G, + i, L = n ker tict+,, where the intersection is 
over those (t, q) E Qn + ’ for which [t, q] is distinct from [s, ql], . . . . [s, qk]. 
Thus 
w:y;* s 
By (5), Q,,, E ker et for all t E QD such that [t] # [s]. Thus 
Qcs, c ker $Ct,q) for all (t, q) E Q“+’ such that [t] # [s]. Thus Q,., z L. 
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For i = 1, . . . . k, we have 
ker E [s,q,l E ~CS>,Ll = ker hS,Y<P 
by (7) applied in G, + , . Hence 
(ker ~Csd!,l )nG,cker+,=Kcs,. 
But Q,,, SC K,,,, by (8). Thus QL,, @ ker &ls,q33. Since Q[%I n ker qs,qi7 is 
a normal subgroup of Q,,,, it follows that 
Q [s] * la E [s,q,l= i 11 
and so 
Q~s,qs,~,~ g Q r Q,,,,,,. 
Thus Q,,, E cs,q,I = Q cs,4il, as required. 
For all gE U,, we write 6,(g) to denote the number of elements [s J of 
[Q”,] such that gels, # 1 (in other words, the cardinality of the “support” 
of g in V,). By Lemma 2 it follows that, for all m 2 n and all g E U,, 
d,(s) =&z(g) IQI”-“. (9) 
Let G= F/%(F), as defined above. Thus G is a relatively free group of 
countably infinite rank in the variety %3, and G is the union of its sub- 
groups G,. 
Choose d so that Q”, is non-empty (for example, d = k) and let p E Q”, . 
For n 2 d let P, be the subset of Ql defined by 
I’,= {(p, s) : SE Q”-}. 
Thus P, consists of inequivalent elements of Q;. Let H, be the subgroup 
of G, defined by 
Hn= n Qcuy 
” E P” 
By Lemma 1 the last expression is a direct product and also 
G,, = H,, x Ccn(HA 
where C,(H,) denotes the centralizer of H, in G,. By Lemma 2 we have 
Hdc H,, , E ..-. We shall now prove that 
C,,W,) s CG,+,(&+ I) E . . .. 
Let CEC~,(H”) and VEP,+~, where n > d. Thus v = (u, q) for some 
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u E P, and some q E Q. Let g E Qcv,. Then, by Lemma 2, there exists 
h~Q,u, such that hs tV3 = g. Since c centralizes h we have h’ = cp ‘hc = h, 
and so 
Since CEG,EG,+~, c normalizes each direct factor of U, + i . Hence 
g’=(hsc~,)c=(hC)&~,,, 
and so g’ = g. This holds for all g E Q,,, and all v E P,, i. Thus 
CEC~,+,(H,,+,) and we have 
as required. 
Let H be the union of H,, Hd+ i, . . . in G and let C be the union of 
G,WA G,,+,W,+ I 1, .... It follows that G = H x C. The next step is to 
prove that Aut(H) has only finitely many orbits in its action on H. To do 
this we show that H is “&-categorical” and then use a known result about 
&-categorical groups. For an explanation of the notation and terminology 
used in the following lemma see Cl, 21. 
LEMMA 3. H is NO-categorical. 
ProoJ Every finite subset of H is contained in a subgroup of H which 
is isomorphic to a finite direct power of Q (namely H,, for some n 2 d). 
Therefore, by a result of Hall (see [2, p. 328]), H is isomorphic to a 
Boolean power QR, where R is a countable Boolean ring. 
Let g be a non-trivial element of H, and suppose that g E H,, where 
n 2 d. For all m 2 n, the normal closure of g in H,,, is the direct product of 
the grows Q,,, where v E P, and ga,,, # 1. The number of such groups 
Q,,, is 6,(g) and, by (9) 6,(g) = S,(g) lQ[‘+“. Therefore the normal 
closure of g in H is infinite. Consequently H has no non-trivial linite 
normal subgroup. 
It follows by [S, Lemma 13.21 (see also [l, Proposition 5.11) that R 
has no finite non-zero ideals. Hence R is atomless. Therefore, by a result 
of Waskiewicz and Weglorz [lo], QR is &categorical: so H is 
&-categorical. 
Remark. Using Cl, Propositions 6.1 and 5.11 it is easy to verify that 
HE Q”‘, where V, is the unique (up to isomorphism) countable atomless 
Boolean ring with identity. Similarly, U(G) z QyO, where V, is the unique 
countable atomless Boolean ring without identity. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Since H is &-categorical, Aut(H) has only finitely 
many orbits in its action on H: this follows from a result of Engeler, 
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Ryll-Nardzewski, and Svenonius (see [4, Results 2.3.13, 3.2.7, and 3.2.91). 
Let the number of orbits be r. 
Choose n so that n > d and 1 P,I = IQ1 npd > r. Thus there exist elements 
h hr+l 1, . . . . of H, such that 6,(/z;) = i (1 < if r + 1). Since there are only r 
orbits, there exist i, Jo { 1, . . . . r + 11 with i #j and an automorphism (T of H 
such that h,a = h,. Recall that G = H x C and let c( be the automorphism of 
G satisfying ha= ha for all h E H and CCI = c for all c E C. We claim that o! 
is not induced by an automorphism of F. 
Suppose to the contrary that c1 is induced by an automorphism L!? of F. 
It follows by [6, Proposition 1.4.11 (see also Lemma 4 in Section 3 below) 
that there exists a positive integer rn > n and an automorphism 5 of F,,, 
such that x,4 = xi& for i= 1, . . . . n. Let [ be the automorphism of G, 
induced by 5. Thus hi[= h,a = hi. Clearly U, is a characteristic subgroup 
of G,. Let i be the automorphism of U, induced by r. Thus hii = hi. But, 
by Lemma 1, U, is a direct product, 
urn= n Q,s,. 
Csl E IQ”, 1 
Thus there is a permutation rc of [Qy ] such that Q,,,c = Q,,,, for all 
[s] E [Qy]. It follows that gsCs,i= (g[)sCsln for all gE U,,,. Consequently, 
gECs,# 1 if and only if (giJECs,n #l; and so 6,(g)=6,(g[). Hence 
dm(hi) = am(hj). But, by (9), 
6,(h,)= i IQ\“-“#j lQlm-n = 6,(h,), 
which is a contradiction. 
3. THE FINITARY LIFTING PROPERTY 
In this section we shall consider a number of concepts concerned with 
automorphisms of free and relatively free groups. We shall use the word 
“basis” as an alternative to “free generating set.” F will always denote a free 
group with basis {xi : i E Z}. We shall usually only be interested in the case 
where F has infinite rank; that is, Z is infinite. 
If a is a subset of Z, Fn denotes the subgroup of F (freely) generated by 
{xi : ie 52). An automorphism 5 of F is called finitary if there is a finite 
subset Sz of Z such that x,5 = xi for all i E Z\l2. 
Let 23 be a variety of groups and let U be a subvariety of 23. Note that 
every automorphism of F/%(F) induces an automorphism of F/U(F) 
because of the natural isomorphism 
WW)YW/W)) z W(F). 
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Suppose that Z is infinite and Z and A are subsets of Z such that Zn A 
is empty, A is finite and Z\Z is infinite. Suppose that c1 is an automorphism 
of F/23(F) which fixes xi$(F) for all ie Z and induces the identity 
automorphism of F/U(F). We say that the triple (Z, A, ~1) can be Zzfted with 
respect o U if there exists a Iinitary automorphism < of F such that xir = xi 
for all ie Z, (x;r)%(F) = (x[%(F))a for all ie A, and such that 5 induces 
the identity automorphism of F/U(F). We say that 8 has thefinitary lzfting 
property with respect to U if, for every F of infinite rank, every triple 
(Z’, A, ~1) of the above form can be lifted with respect o U. We say that 23 
has the finitary lifting property if it has this property with respect to the 
variety of all groups of order one. (Equivalently, the Iinitary lifting 
property may be defined by omitting those conditions involving U in the 
above definitions.) 
We say that 23 has the strong lifting property with respect o U if, for every 
F of infinite rank and every subset Z of Z where Z\Z is infinite, every 
automorphism of F/%(F) which fixes x,%(F) for all ie Z and induces the 
identity automorphism of F/U(F) is induced by an automorphism of F 
which fixes xi for all ie Z (and necessarily induces the identity 
automorphism of F/U(F)). We say that ‘D has the strong lifting property if 
it has this property with respect o the variety of all groups of order one. 
In the above terminology Theorem 2 states that %I has the linitary lifting 
property if and only if 9 has the strong lifting property. In the proof of 
Theorem 2 we need the following result which is essentially a generalization 
of [6, Proposition 1.4.11. 
LEMMA 4. Let Z and A be subsets of Z (where Z is not necessarily infinite) 
such that Zn A is empty and A is finite. Let 8 be an automorphism of F such 
that xi0 = xi for all iG Z. Then there exists a finitary automorphism 5 of F 
such that xi< = xi for all i E Z and xi5 = xit3 for all i E A. 
Proof There is a finite subset 1;2 of Z such that A G Q and FdtI G Fa. 
Let A*=Au(ZnQ). Then F,,zF,&‘. By [7, Theorem2.11 or 
Problem 2.4.311, { x . ie A*) is contained in a basis of FQ8-l. Thus ;. 
(xi0 : iE A*} is contained in a basis of F,. But {xi: ieR} is a basis of F,. 
Thus there is an automorphism q of Fo such that xicp = xi0 for all ie A*. 
Hence x,rp = xi0 for all iE A and x,cp = xi for all iE Tn Q. Let 5 be the 
automorphism of F satisfying xi< = xi’p for all i E Q and xi5 = xi for all 
i E Z\G. Then r has the required properties. 
We can now prove part of Theorem 2; that the strong lifting property 
implies the fmitary lifting property. Let 93 be a variety with the strong 
lifting property. Suppose that Z is infinite and let Z and A be subsets of Z 
such that Zn A is empty, A is finite and Z\Z is infinite. Let a be an 
automorphism of F/%(F) such that a fixes x;%(F) for all ieT. By the 
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strong lifting property there is an automorphism 8 of F such that xi6 = xi 
for all iET and (x,~)B(F)=(x,%(F))a for all iEZ. By Lemma4 there 
exists a finitary automorphism 5 of F such that xi5 = xi for all i E Z and 
x,~=x,B for all iEA. Thus (xi<)%(F)= (xiB(F))a for all ie A. Therefore 
23 has the tinitary lifting property. 
The converse part of Theorem 2 is a special case of the following more 
general result which we state here with a view to an application in a 
forthcoming paper. 
THEOREM 3. Let 23 be a variety of groups which has the finitary lifting 
property with respect to a subvariety U. Then % has the strong lifting 
property with respect o U. 
The proof of Theorem 3 is a modification of the proof of [3, Proposi- 
tion 23. We shall give here a summary of the necessary modifications in 
enough detail to enable the interested reader to work through the proof in 
[3] and produce a complete proof of Theorem 3. For unexplained notation 
in what follows we refer to [3]. 
Suppose that ‘13 has the finitary lifting property with respect to U, and 
write G = F/B(F), where Z is infinite. Let C be a subset of Z such that Z\Z: 
is infinite and let 0 be an automorphism of G which fixes x,%(F) for all 
i E C and induces the identity automorphism of F/U(F). We have to show 
that there exists an automorphism cp of F which fixes xi for all i E C and 
induces 8 on G. 
Let K be the least ordinal with cardinality equal to that of Z\c. Thus K 
is a limit ordinal. Without loss of generality we may assume that Z\z = JC. 
The idea of the proof is to show the existence of subsets SA, T, of Z (for 
all A E Z\ C) and elements yi, zi of F (for all i E I) such that the following 
conditions are satisfied for all A E Z\ C. 
(i) So= T,=C. 
(ii) Urcl S,~T,ES~. 
(iii) For A.>O, Sn\UpCi S, is finite. 
(iv) peESI for all PC<%. 
(v) xi=yi=zi for all iEX. 
(vi) {zi : ie S,} is a basis for (xi : ie S,) and ziU(F) = x,U(F) for 
all iES1. 
(vii) { yi : iE T,} is a basis for (zi : ie T,) and y,U(F)=z,U(F) for 
all i6 T;.. 
(viii) y,%(F)= (xi%(F))0 for all ie T,\U,,, T,. 
Given all this, let cp be the endomorphism of F defined by xi9 =yi for 
all i E I. Then, as in [3], it follows easily that cp is an automorphism of F 
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and cp induces 0 on G. By (v), xjcp = xi for all i E Z. Thus cp has the required 
properties. 
The construction of the SA, T,, yi, and zi is very similar to that in [3]. 
The main points of difference are as follows. SO and TO are defined to be 
equal to Z and yi and zi are defined to be xi for all i E Z. In the induction 
process we need to note that, for each A, SI\C and A are either both finite 
or have the same (infinite) cardinality. Finally, r and 5’ have to be taken 
as automorphisms which induce the identity automorphism modulo U(F), 
in order to ensure that the elements bi and ci of G are equal to xi23(F) 
modulo U(G). This can be done by using the following result instead of [3, 
Lemma 33. 
LEMMA 5. Let r and A be subsets of I such that rn A is empty, A is 
finite and I\ r is infinite. Suppose that {hi : i E I} and {h,! : ie Z} are bases of 
G such that hi = hi for all ie r and hiU(G) = hjU(G) for all i E I. Then there 
exists a subset D of I, where TV A c Sz and S2\(ru A) is finite, together 
with an automorphism g of F, such that xi< =xi for all ie r, 
(x,t)U(F)=xiU(F) for all iESZ, and 
Ng((hi:iE12))={hi. ~i~r)u{h;:i~A)u{hj’:i~Q\(ruA)), 
where {h; : iEQ\(ru A)} is some family of elements of G. 
The proof of Lemma 5 is almost identical with the proof of 
[3, Lemma 31. 
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